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A Springboard into
the High-quality CTE
Program Framework

Can the Curriculum for Agricultural Science
Education Help Agriculture Teachers Create a
High-quality CTE Program?
By Julie Fritsch

S

ince ACTE published its Quality CTE
Program of Study Framework in 2018,
it’s been easy to find CTE teachers
and administrators who can agree
that it makes a lot of sense. In fact,
you would probably be hard-pressed to find a CTE
teacher who is surprised by any of the 92 points listed
in the framework.
The head scratcher, though, is being able to take
what you’re doing every day and match that up with
those points — all while teaching a full course load, advising your career and technical student organization
(CTSO), taking care of your program’s specialized facilities, and trying not to spend 20 of your day’s 24 hours
at school. You know you need to get the attention of
your administrators in a way that will show them that
what you’re doing is essential to their goals for student
achievement … it’s just finding the time to do that.
That’s where the Curriculum of Agricultural Science Education (CASE) has been helping agriscience
teachers like Josh and Randi Krieg, who teach at Goldendale High School and Goldendale Middle School
in Goldendale, Washington.
The Kriegs are certified in nine of the 10 yearlong
courses CASE offers. As a result of events in their
state — Washington has adopted Next Generation
Science Standards, and every school district in the
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state is required to offer at least one core class that
is a CTE course — the Kriegs and other agriculture
teachers in Washington see CASE as a great tool to
help them build high-quality CTE programs. They are
using CASE courses to provide agriscience classes
that count for science credit. This has transformed
their programs from nice-to-have to need-to-have for
the schools where they teach.
Currently, the Kriegs comprise two-thirds of their
school’s science department. They teach all of Goldendale’s ninth grade science courses and offer a CASE
course for each science requirement through graduation. That means if a Goldendale student wants
all of their science courses during high school to be
agriculture-focused, they can be.
Because Randi also teaches at the middle school
(science, but not CASE), the Kriegs have the opportunity to see a student’s growth over a six-year period.
“It’s really cool to see that we’re able to have six
years of influence on these kids,” said Randi.
What the Kriegs are doing through CASE appears
to be working for Goldendale students.
“We just got back our results from the state science
test,” said Josh. “We’re 34% above the state average.”
But is CASE really responsible for the Kriegs' success? It’s true that the Kriegs would likely be good
agriscience teachers even without CASE.
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“At first I was resistant to the idea of
CASE because I had already developed my
own science curriculum,” said Randi.
CASE’s ability to bring together all the
elements needed for a high-quality CTE
program and deliver it in a prepackaged
way relieves the burden for good teachers
to constantly come up with ways to prove
the worth of their programs.
The Quality CTE Program of Study
Framework has 12 elements. Either directly
or indirectly, CASE helps teachers address
each one.

Following the Money: How CASE
Helped Washington Teachers Find
Funding for Their Programs
Agriculture teachers like the Kriegs are adept at seeking out grants to help offset the
cost of the facilities and equipment required
to teach hands-on, inquiry-based courses
like theirs. However, in Washington, the
value of CASE-certified programs as shown
through student achievement, coupled with
agricultural education’s traditionally strong
partnership building, has led to funding that
teachers in other states only dream about.
Jesse Taylor, the executive director of the
Washington FFA Foundation, worked with
the Washington state legislature during
their 2017–2018 session to secure $1.75 million in funding for capital equipment grants
for CASE-certified teachers. The legislature
approved a second $1.75 million for the
same purpose again last year.
Overall, this legislation has allowed the
Washington FFA Foundation to issue more
than $3 million in grants to CASE-certified
educators in Washington during the last
two sessions. These grants, which average about $30,000 each, have the ability
to completely transform a school’s agriscience program.
Only CASE-certified teachers are eligible to receive the grants, and all grant
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money must be spent on capital equipment — something with a 15-year or longer
life span, said Taylor. Among other things,
agriscience teachers are using these grants
to outfit science labs, purchase technology
like welding simulators or drones, and construct teaching greenhouses.
The fact that these grants are only
available to CASE-certified teachers
speaks to the perceived value of the curriculum as a delivery vehicle for science
education in the state.
This availability of funds has driven more
teachers in Washington to become CASE
certified, which in turn has caused many
school districts to add CASE certification as
a requirement on their job postings.
Washington State University is even offering CASE certification for its agricultural
education students as a way to help them
leave college more prepared to get their
first teaching job.
According to CASE Certification/Digital
Learning Coordinator Sara Cobb, CASE
adoption isn’t a case of the tail ( funding)
wagging the dog in Washington, but the recognition that CASE has been carefully constructed to meet many of the benchmarks
that schools are requiring of their programs.
That pretty clearly takes care of the
Facilities, Equipment, Technology and Materials, and Partnerships elements of the
Quality CTE Program of Study Framework,
but what about the other elements?

Prepared and Effective Program Staff
In order to teach a CASE course, a teacher
must first undergo intensive training called
a CASE Institute. CASE Institutes provide
teachers with 50 to 100 hours of hands-on
instruction related to a specific yearlong
CASE course.
More recently, CASE has been exploring ways to condense some trainings into
fewer days with pre-Institute homework or
one-day sessions called BriefCASE train-

ings for certain courses. For now, though,
CASE Institutes remain the primary method of professional development for teachers who want to adopt the curriculum.
“Teachers come to our institutes with
a very open mind,” said Cobb. “CASE just
wants to help you in whatever way you
need. One of the things that is really created by the institute and carries over long
after teachers are back at their schools
is the cohort of peers that ends up being
created. It creates a rich environment of ‘I
tried this and it worked for me.’”
“I think it’s the fact that you have to
be the student (at a CASE institute),” said
Randi. “You have to go through every lesson
that the students go through, and it just
gets you excited. You get to see what kind
of problems you’ll have with the lesson. The
other teachers who are there share tips with
each other about what they’re going to do to
make the lessons run more effectively.”

Standards-aligned
and Integrated Curriculum
“CASE is already standards-aligned,” said
Josh. “You go to a lesson, and it says right
there what standards it’s aligned with.”
“During a CASE Institute, we ask teachers to identify which competencies and
standards align with each activity in a
lesson,” said Cobb. “We want them to go
through that same practice with their students — make a targeted effort to say ‘This
is the standard we’re looking at today.
Here are two or three essential questions,’
so students have a focus point.”

Sequencing and Articulation
“One thing I love about CASE is that it
starts with a very basic foundation,” said
Randi, “then goes to the next level, especially from course to course. Also, it spirals, so every lesson goes back to another
lesson. If they learn about cells in one
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lesson, they’re going to learn about cells in
another lesson.”
Because of the rigor of the CASE curriculum, several postsecondary institutions
are offering credit for CASE courses. One
example of that is Rutgers University, which
offers up to 17 transfer credits to students
who have successfully completed a specific
CASE course. Other institutions that offer
some form of articulation garnered with
CASE include Michigan State University,
University of Maryland, and Blue Ridge
Community and Technical College. Iowa is
also making agricultural science education
more of a priority in its school systems and
is using CASE courses to help high school
students meet the state’s Regent Admission
Index to attend Iowa’s universities.

Student Assessment
“When teachers go through an Institute,
they’ll see that there’s no end-of-unit exam,”
said Cobb. “That’s intentional, because we
want students to be assessed on their ability
to do the higher level — can they analyze,
interpret and utilize what they’re learning?
We use checks for understanding. These
are anywhere from three to 10 open-ended,
overarching questions which range from the
basic ‘Do you understand?’ to more in-depth
‘Here’s a problem, how would you have
solved it based on this curriculum?’”
“CASE includes multiple forms of assessment,” said Randi. “We use the formative assessment provided at the beginning
of a unit as a pre-assessment, and there’s a
quiz at the end of every lesson.”
CASE also has an online platform that
allows instructors to test students and issue certifications for completion.

Engaging Instruction
“Each of our courses has a purchasing
manual that outlines exactly what an ideal
classroom environment for that course
would look like,” said Cobb. “We like to
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model that ideal classroom in our Institutes
as much as possible to ensure our participants are experiencing it. It’s very empowering to help teachers see that it’s not out
of reach — it’s very doable — and that they
can make adjustments for local constraints
and still deliver effective instruction.”
CASE relies heavily on inquiry-based
instruction, which encourages students
to engage with a question, problem, or
scenario and practice critical thinking and
problem-solving skills.

Access and Equity
“CASE provides a curriculum that can
bring agricultural education to learners
of all socioeconomic backgrounds,” said
Cobb. “It doesn’t require a school farm or a
special shop, so it works in locations where
programs don’t have that space. It’s a way
to have a robust agricultural education program, even if you have limitations, which
most teachers do, in one form or another.”

Student Career Development
and Work-based Learning
Each CASE course has a year long project
embedded into the curriculum. That project is always heavily tied to career development. “It allows students to look at careers
in a very broad context, then come back
and look at specific careers deeply based
on a lesson topic,” Cobb said.
“Each lesson ties directly to industry.
For example, in Food Science and Safety,
students are required to keep a research
notebook just like you would in the industry. That means CASE students are
learning the skills to keep up with industry
standards while they’re still in high school.
They’re learning work-based skills along
with what it’s like to work in that industry. It’s supporting work-based learning
through implementation of the curriculum
as opposed to being an add-on.”

Data and Program Improvement
“There’s a really rich discussion going on
about data at this point,” said Cobb. “We’re
seeing such a push for ways to collect
quality data.”
Although it’s not an easy problem to
solve, one way CASE is tackling this element
of a high-quality CTE program is by piloting
its first micro-credential this spring. They
have partnered with National Occupational
Competency Testing Institute (NOCTI) to
provide a lab safety micro-credential.
“In every CASE course, students layer
on more lab safety,” said Cobb. “The goal is
that students take a meaningful certification with them, but it will also provide us
with data about how well the students are
retaining this information.”
A CTE program isn’t going to suddenly
become high-quality just because it adopts
the CASE curriculum. The core of what
makes a program effective still has to be
in place: a good teacher and a supportive
administration that understands how the
program is helping student achievement.
CASE can help by making it very
clear how the elements that make up a
high-quality CTE program are being fulfilled. Furthermore, the way it integrates
these elements into every course makes
it easy for anyone familiar with the curriculum to understand what a program
is about.
For the most part, CTE teachers already
have a deep understanding of what it takes
to create a high-quality CTE program in
their schools. CASE just provides a springboard that can make the leap from knowing into doing just a little bit easier.
Julie Fritsch, is a freelance writer who specializes in agriculture and agricultural education. She is based out of Paris, Kentucky.
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